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A  B  S  T  R  A  C T 
 

Objectives: Deficits in interoception have been identified in wide range of patients with complex, long-term 
health conditions including chronic pain, anxiety, depression and somatoform disorders. This review analysed 
findings from functional MRI studies illustrating the neural correlates of interoception, mindfulness and touch 
and aimed to identify possible areas of convergence between different neural processing pathways. 
Design: A meta-review was conducted to appraise existing systematic reviews (SR) and to explore the potential 
action mechanisms, which underpin manual therapy approaches that combine touch and mindfulness inter- 
ventions. 
Methods: Five electronic databases were systematically searched from September 2017 to March 2018. SRs were 
evaluated for methodological quality and risk of bias using the AMSTAR 2 instrument. 
Results: Two high quality SRs studied neural correlates of mindfulness, two moderate quality SRs studied in- 
teroceptive tasks, and one low quality SR studied touch. Mindfulness and touch showed functional convergence 
in the interoceptive cortices. However, neural activation in different parts of the cortex was influenced by type of 
task and individual functional biases in processing tactile stimuli. 
Conclusions: These findings provide a rationale for further studies into the effects of combined touch and 
mindfulness-based interventions for treating conditions associated with central sensitization and interoceptive 
deficits. 

 
 

 
 

1. Introduction 
 

1.1. Interoception 
 

Interoception is defined as the sense of physiological condition of 
the whole body, including the visceral inputs originally posited by 
Sherrington [1] and the skin and musculoskeletal inputs demonstrated 
in recent neuroanatomical studies [2,3]. From a neurophysiological 
viewpoint, interoceptive signals are considered as the ongoing 
homeostatic afferent signals of the autonomic nervous system (ANS) 
[4,44]). An individual's ongoing perception of their internal physiolo- 
gical state supports homeostatic regulation and allostasis, ensuring 
their survival by motivating adaptive behaviour through the dynamic 
interplay between bodily sensations, subjective feelings and cognitive 
appraisals [5,6]. 

Interoceptive constructs have been proposed to explain how neu- 
rophysiological processes combine afferent stimuli from multiple bodily 
sources with cognitive assessments of salience. Conditions for accurate 
interoception are theorised to include the ability and willingness to 

 
notice internal bodily sensations and the emotional ability to under- 
stand and manage these sensations [7]. As interoception is a complex 
whole body-mind experience, experimental studies are typically de- 
signed to measure outcomes from interoceptive tasks. These tasks have 
been used to test at least two different domains or dimensions within 
the construct, namely interoceptive accuracy (IAc) and interoceptive 
metacognitive awareness (IAw) [8–11]. Whereas IAc is commonly de- 
fined as the ability to detect internal states, IAw represents the meta- 
cognitive assessment of IAc. Tasks measuring these domains include 
heartbeat perception and discrimination [12–14], attention to breath 
[15] and breath detection and discrimination [16], spontaneous sen- 
sations (SPS) [11,17], gastric distension [18], tension production [19], 
aversive interoceptive conditions, e.g. air hunger [20,21], thirst 
[22,23], and pain [24]; or pleasant interoceptive conditions, e.g. 
pleasant touch [25,131]; affect labelling, e.g. recognition of facial ex- 
pressions displaying emotional evocative behaviour such as pain or fear 
[12,13,24,26,27,133], and tasks measuring discriminative and deci- 
sion-making processes [28–30]. 

Other tasks involving interoception used in research studies have 
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included measures designed to discriminate between feeling and 
thinking [31], affect matching and face matching [32], reappraising 
emotions and reacting to emotional stimuli [33], and observing or 
suppressing stimuli [34]. 

Additionally, self-reported assessment measures such as the MAIA 
(Multidimensional Assessment of Interoceptive Awareness) ques- 
tionnaire [7] and Emotional Susceptibility Scale [8] have been used to 
measure interoceptive sensibility (IAs), where aspects of interoceptive 
awareness are self-assessed [9,10]. The constructs of IAc, IAw and IAs 
represent an incomplete model and have not been used systematically 
in neuroscience due to complexity and evolving understanding of in- 
teroceptive experiences. The model proposed by Di Lernia et al. [10], 
and supported by other studies [8,9,11,35] does, however, provide a 
useful starting point for understanding different aspects of interoceptive 
experience. 

Interoceptive processing has been found to occur primarily in the 
insular cortex (IC) [3]. The posterior IC is the primary sensory centre 
for interoceptive afferents and the anterior IC processes the subjective 
feelings arising from integrating interoceptive sensations with pro- 
prioception, exteroception and cognition. The IC and anterior cingulate 
cortex (aCC) are conjointly activated in bodily feelings and described as 
an interoceptive cortex. This has complementary limbic sensory and 
motor cortices, similar to the somatosensory and motor cortices of the 
exteroceptive system [3,36]. Varying bodily sensations including pain, 
touch, temperature, muscular work, thirst, taste, dyspnoea, cardior- 
espiratory activation, vascular flush, and tension/distension of the oe- 
sophagus, stomach, bladder and rectum activate the interoceptive 
cortex [4,37,38]. 

 
1.2. Interoception and health 

 
The clinical relevance of interoception has been demonstrated 

through the discovery of interoceptive deficits in a range of physical 
and psychological health problems including anxiety, depression ad- 
diction, eating disorders [35,38–41], with particular relevance in 
complex long-term body-mind disorders such as somatoform disorders 
or chronic pain [10,13,42,43]. 

A systematic review by Di Lernia et al. [10], reported interoceptive 
deficits in a chronic pain population (n = 696) compared to a control 
group (n = 614). The studies reviewed used various tasks including 
awareness of spontaneous sensations (SPS), tension production, and 
heartbeat perception and discrimination. Data showed significant 
trends in reduced interoceptive accuracy (IAc) in chronic pain partici- 
pants but was insufficient to draw firm conclusions about altered in- 
teroceptive metacognitive awareness (IAw) or interoceptive sensibility 
(IAs) associated with chronic pain. Another review by D'Alessandro 
et al. [43], suggested there is interdependency between the processes of 
interoception and sensitization. Sensitization was defined as a neuro- 
logically-based amplification state arising from repeated stimuli. The 
authors proposed that altered interoceptive information leads toward 
neurological sensitization where dysfunction is expressed through in- 
appropriate ANS activity. This then creates hypersensitivity in periph- 
eral tissues and forms the basis for the metabolic and neurological cy- 
cles that underpin chronicity. 

Close links between chronic pain and interoceptive deficits [10], 
and co-dependency between sensitization and interoceptive impair- 
ment [43] form the rationale for analysing the implications of current 
neuroscientific evidence for use by manual therapists. The prevailing 
model for symptom diagnosis and treatment in manual therapy has 
typically been based on a proprioceptive, exteroceptive lens of rea- 
soning [43,44]. This is a paradoxical approach since evidence indicates 
that bodily feelings, such as pain, itch, temperature, or gastrointestinal 
tract tension/distension amongst others, are integrated via neurologi- 
cally pathways that are distinct from proprioception [2,3]. Emerging 
evidence also highlights the relevance of a specific kind of touch, 
known as affective or gentle touch, in eliciting signals that are 

 

 
Fig. 1. Schematic model describing discrimininative (proprioceptive/ex- 
teroceptive) and affective (interoceptive) touch pathways, adapted from Craig 
[2,3], BjÖrsdotter et al. [49], & Morrison et al., [50]. This is a limited model 
which does not take into account contextual factors such as top-down func- 
tional biases in individual processing [55], but that may provide a basic fra- 
mework for further development and expansion in the field of manual therapy. 

 
integrated via interoceptive pathways [45–51,56], discussed in the 
section below. 

 
1.3. Interoception, touch and manual therapy 

 
Touch is now recognized as a cross-modal sensory system trans- 

mitting signals through proprioceptive, exteroceptive and interoceptive 
pathways [46,50,52,53]. Sensations processed via discriminative and 
affective pathways activate distinct mechanisms in the somatosensory 
and insular cortex respectively [54]. In contrast to proprioceptive or 
exteroceptive touch processing, interoceptive networks convey emo- 
tionally-valent information through low mechanical threshold un- 
myelinated C fibres (also named C-tactile; CTs), which project to the 
insula (Fig. 1) [45–48,56]. CT-targeted touch has been linked with pain 
inhibition [57], ANS regulation [58,59] and positive hedonia [51]. 

Increasing interest in the effects of touch in manual therapy on in- 
teroception was partially prompted by discoveries relating to the pre- 
sence of interoceptive skin receptors [43,45,46,48,54,60–62]. 

In line with this, Bordoni & Marelli [63] have recently proposed that 
the fascial continuum is the primary supportive network in which in- 
teroceptors are embedded. From a therapeutic perspective, touch has 
been suggested as an input that can potentially modify sensitization 
states [43,54] and may be an action mechanism for effects in manual 
therapy [61]. These hypotheses are supported by various experimental 
studies showing outcomes from craniosacral therapy [64,65], osteo- 
pathic manipulative treatment [44,66–69] and deep touch [44,70,71] 
with ANS regulation, as well as studies showing links between myo- 
fascial release [72] and osteopathic HVLA thrust and mobilization 
techniques [44,73] with increases in interoceptive accuracy (IAc). 

The studies described above illustrate positive neurophysiological 
outcomes with links to domains within the interoceptive construct from 
specific forms of external touch on patients' internal bodily experiences. 
They do not, however, explore the mechanisms of interventions that 
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aim to enhance patients' awareness of sensations, discussed below. 
 

1.4. Interoception and mindfulness 
 

Mindfulness was introduced as a healthcare intervention in the 
1970s in the form of Mindfulness Based Stress Reduction (MBSR) pro- 
grammes [74]. More recently Mindfulness Based Cognitive Therapy 
(MBCT) was developed to help patients manage depression, long-term 
health conditions and to promote wellbeing [75]. Less structured ap- 
proaches to mindfulness are also central to some functional contextual 
Cognitive Behavioural Therapy (CBT) approaches such as Acceptance 
and Commitment Therapy (ACT) [76]. 

Mindfulness has been described as a non-judgmental process of di- 
recting attention to present moment experience including thoughts, 
emotions, sensations and perceptions [35]. Kabat-Zinn's [77] com- 
monly used definition considers mindfulness as the practice of directing 
attention to present moment experience with an attitude of non-judg- 
mental acceptance [78]. It aims to cultivate two processes: present 
moment awareness of thoughts, emotions, sensations and perceptions; 
and ability to experience with an open, non-reactive mindset [35]. An 
implicit element of mindfulness is therefore to develop volitional reg- 
ulation of attention for somato-visceral sensations, emotions and cog- 
nitive appraisals [16]. 

However, mindfulness has also been defined as a state, a trait, a 
disposition or a skill [79]. Variations in the concept are also illustrated 
by differing constructs in outcome measures including: attention and 
awareness - Mindful Attention Awareness Scale [80]; non-reactivity, 
observing, acting with awareness, describing, non-judging - Five-Facet 
Mindfulness Questionnaire [81], and attention self-regulation and 
curiosity, openness, and acceptance - State Mindfulness Scale [82]. 
Different concepts of mindfulness underpin the formal and less formal 
interventions used in healthcare interventions and the research studies 
conducted to assess their outcomes and underlying mechanisms. 

Research into meditation, MBSR/MBCT programmes and mind- 
fulness practices as an integral part of ACT have demonstrated im- 
provements in interoceptive attention and self-regulation [21,31,83], 
reduced anticipation of pain and unpleasantness [84], coping with pain 
[85,130], as well as neurophysiological changes including modulation 
in IC and aCC activity [29,30,86] and ANS homeostatic regulation [87]. 

 
1.5. Integrating touch and mindfulness in manual therapy 

 
Research indicates that biopsychosocial models of healthcare are 

helpful for understanding complex long-term health problems [88] and 
that multidisciplinary approaches which incorporate physical, psycho- 
logical and educational interventions are more effective for managing 
conditions such as chronic pain [89]. Traditionally, manual therapy 
diagnosis and treatment has been based on assessing the proprioceptive 
or exteroceptive properties of symptoms relating to movement, mus- 
culoskeletal chains and posture [43]. Craig's [2,3] findings, however, 
suggest that interoceptive awareness of bodily feelings differs neuro- 
logically from proprioception and exteroception. This implies that 
manual therapy approaches that do not include an understanding of the 
patients' own body awareness and responses to internal physiological 
changes may be incomplete. It also suggests the need for further re- 
search into the interoceptive effects of touch, including new approaches 
guided by practitioner and patient mindfulness. 

A previous systematic review suggested that mindfulness practices 
could be a viable adjunct for manual therapy when treating somatic 
manifestations of stress and chronic pain [90]. The rationale for in- 
tegrating mindfulness into manual therapy is based on the fact that 
interoceptive processing and central sensitization do not only involve 
bottom-up afferent peripheral inputs but are also influenced by top- 
down modulation processes supported by the central nervous system 
[5,6,91]. Therefore, it is arguable to state that touch-based approaches 
across manual therapies alone would only influence bottom-up 

interoceptive modulation, e.g. reducing peripheral nociceptive drive, 
leaving top-down cognitive aspects of interoceptive processing un- 
touched. Furthermore, the rationale for combining both approaches is 
also supported by the understanding that interpersonal tactile com- 
munication, implicit in manual therapies such as osteopathy, phy- 
siotherapy or craniosacral therapy, is a bidirectional process involving 
cognitive-attentional modulations in both subject and operator [54]. In 
line with this, some studies have showed that interoceptive processing 
triggered by touch is not only influenced by the type of touch [50]; 
Björnsdotter et al., 2012; [51], but also by top-down cognitive influ- 
ences on affective representations of the individuals being touched [92] 
and the cognitive-attentional dynamics of the operator [54]. 

Promising results have been shown in mindfulness-based interven- 
tions for patients with persistent pain delivered by physiotherapists and 
osteopaths. Recent examples include the Physiotherapy informed by 
Acceptance and Commitment Therapy study (PACT) [93,94]; Mind- 
fulness-Based Functional Therapy [95]; a brief ACT-based intervention 
[96]; and the Osteopathy, Mindfulness and Acceptance Programme 
(OsteoMAP) [97,98]. 

The objective of this review was therefore to examine fMRI evidence 
about the neural correlates of touch and mindfulness and identify evi- 
dence to explain potential action mechanisms of a combined treatment 
approach on interoceptive processing. 

 
2. Methods 

 
The meta-review protocol was formulated in accordance with the 

Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses 
(PRISMA) statement (Fig. 2) [99,100], and methodological considera- 
tions for SRs [101,102]. Choice of method was motivated by the aim to 
analyse findings from existing outcome studies and functional neuroi- 
maging evidence. 

 
2.1. Literature search 

 
The search strategy followed the Peer Review of Electronic Search 

Strategies (PRESS) guidelines [103]. Keywords included clinical neu- 
roscience terms (e.g. “neural correlates” or “brain activity”) and linked 
syntax, Boolean operators and widely used descriptors (e.g. ‘fMRI’ and 
“functional neuroimaging”) to increase specificity [104] (Table 1). 
“Neural correlates” is a frequently used descriptor referring to the on- 
going activity in the brain corresponding with, and necessary to pro- 
duce, a particular experience. AMED, CINAHL, Cochrane Database of 
Systematic Reviews, MEDLINE and PubMed databases were system- 
atically searched from September 2017 to March 2018 (see Table 2). 

 
2.2. Study selection and eligibility criteria 

 
2.3. Methodological quality - risk of bias assessment (ROB) 

Quality of evidence was appraised using the 16 item AMSTAR 2 (A 
MeaSurement Tool to Assess Reviews) instrument (Appendix 1). 
Guidelines suggest AMSTAR 2 outcomes are not based on numerical 
scores but a ‘final confidence rating’ relating to critical and non-critical 
weaknesses [105]. Confidence is: ‘high’ (zero or one ‘non-critical 
weakness’), ‘moderate’ (more than one ‘non-critical weakness’), ‘low’ 
(one ‘critical flaw’ with/without ‘non-critical weakness’) or ‘critically 
low’ (more than one ‘critical flaw’ with/without ‘non-critical weak- 
ness’). 

 
2.4. Data extraction 

Using standardised methodological criteria, information was col- 
lected into customised data extraction tables [106] containing de- 
scriptive details (author, year, topic, database, size, design, sample, 
intervention or task, and fMRI measurements (Table 4). Table 5 sum- 
marised fMRI findings by category (i.e. interoception, mindfulness or 
touch), and activation clusters by region (i.e. insular, cingulate or 
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Fig. 2. PRISMA flow diagram. 

 

Table 1 
Search strategy. 

 
 

(“Interoception” OR “Interoception” [MeSH] OR “Touch” OR “Touch” [MeSH] OR 
“Mindfulness” OR “Mindfulness” [MeSH]) AND (“Insula” OR “Neural correlates” 
OR “Brain activity” OR “fMRI” OR “Functional neuroimaging”)  AND 
(“Systematic Review” [Publication  Type]  OR “Meta-analyses”  [Publication 
Type]) 

 
 

 

Table 2 
Inclusion criteria. 

 
 

-Peer-reviewed SRs, with or without meta-analyses 
-Investigating neural correlates associated with interoception, mindfulness or touch 
-fMRI studies 
-All population types 
-Publication in the previous 5 years to retrieve current research 
-Published in English, due to lack of translation services or funding 

 
 

 
prefrontal cortices). 

 
3. Results 

 
3.1. Literature search and study selection 

 
A total of 26 SRs were identified from 4 databases, including 9 

duplicates. After screening 17 abstracts, 10 records did not meet in- 
clusion criteria, leaving 7 articles for full-text appraisal. Two studies 
were excluded due to lack of specificity and risk of confounding vari- 
ables in the neural correlates of mindfulness. Five SRs containing three 
meta-analyses were included in the final review (Fig. 2). 

 
3.2. Methodological quality - risk of bias assessment 

 
Five SRs were assessed for risk of bias (RoB) using AMSTAR 2 [105]. 

Item 2, a ‘critical domain’ of AMSTAR 2, was excluded. No SRs included 
it as AMSTAR 2 was published at the same time as these studies. 

Two SRs evaluating mindfulness neural correlates had no ‘critical 

flaws’ and only one ‘non-critical weakness’, so the ‘final confidence 
rating’ for mindfulness was ‘high’. Two SRs on interoception had no 
‘critical flaws’ but more than one ‘non-critical weaknesses, so the con- 
fidence rating for interoception was ‘moderate’. The SR on touch had 
several ‘critical flaws’ and ‘non-critical weaknesses’, so confidence was 
‘critically low’ (Table 3). 

 
3.3. Study characteristics 

 
Three SRs contained meta-analyses. Two SRs studied changes in 

brain activity after 7–8 week mindfulness-based programs compared to 
controls [107,108]; two studied the neural correlates of interoceptive 
tasks involving [109,110]; and one reviewed the neural correlates of 
affective and discriminative touch [55] (Table 4). 

 
4. Discussion 

 
4.1. Summary of key findings 

 
This meta-review evaluated links between the neural correlates of 

mindfulness, touch and interoception to identify neurophysiological 
evidence that might clarify the potential action mechanisms of manual 
therapy interventions that combine touch and mindfulness on patients' 
interoceptive outcomes. Neural correlates refer to ongoing activity in 
the brain that corresponds with, and is necessary to produce, a parti- 
cular experience. 

Interoceptive deficits have been linked to central sensitization and 
chronic pain [10,43], making interoception a relevant concept for 
manual therapists. Interoceptive deficits and central sensitization do 
not only involve bottom-up ongoing interoceptive input, but also top- 
down cognitive-attentional modulation of bodily sensations [5,6,91]. 
Promising results have been shown in approaches delivered by phy- 
siotherapists and osteopaths that combine manual treatments with 
mindfulness-based interventions for patients with persistent pain, fo- 
cusing not only on effecting changes on bodily sensations but also on 
associated cognitive appraisals [93–98]. 
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The insular cortex (IC) was shown to be the most consistent brain 
area activated by all three modalities, indicating that interoception, 
mindfulness and touch show functional convergence within the inter- 
oceptive cortex. Evidence also indicated that the cingulate cortex (CC) 
and prefrontal cortex (PFC) were activated during interoceptive and 
mindfulness-based tasks but not by discriminative and affective touch 
tasks (Fig. 3). 

This was aligned with Craig's [2,3] functional neuroanatomy find- 
ings and with previous fMRI studies showing increased insular activa- 
tion in various neural processes including interoception (e.g. of noci- 
ceptive, chemical or mechanical afferents); exteroception (e.g. tactile 
stimulation and visual information); and emotional and cognitive pro- 
cessing [16,21,29,30,49,60,86,111,112]. It suggests the IC has an in- 
tegrative role in body-mind interactions, being strategically located at 
the nexus of the neural systems underlying sensation, emotion and 
cognition. The IC may therefore constitute a central hub for integrating 
somato-visceral sensations, subjective feelings, cognitive appraisals and 
individuals' awareness of their internal and external physiological en- 
vironment or milieu [6,35]. 

 
4.2. Neural correlates of interoception 

 
In functional MRI meta-analyses measuring brain activity during 

interoceptive tasks, insular activity significantly increased. Adolfi et al. 
[109], reported an activation cluster in the right anterior (aIC), where 
Schulz [110] concluded it was in the right posterior insula (PI), al- 
though five studies in this meta-analysis reported increased aIC activity. 
Further analysis of methods suggested discrepancies could have arisen 
from using different brain atlases (e.g. canonical brain avg152T1. img 
versus PALS) to contrast the MNI coordinates in fMRI data. Brain atlases 
are important coordinate systems that provide spatial and structural 
frameworks for visualizing the brain, and templates for normalizing 
functional MRI data into the same stereotactic space [113]. They have 
different advantages and limitations, so conflicting conclusions could 
relate to labelling brain areas differently, rather than actual dis- 
crepancies in activation. Both studies reported that right-sided asym- 
metry was associated with the nature of the afferents, suggesting that 
stimuli activating sympathetic afferents were projected to the right aIC 
and stimuli inducing parasympathetic arousal provided input to the left 
aIC. This was consistent with previous studies highlighting lateraliza- 
tion trends in processing ANS activity and emotions [5,37]. 

In contrast to Schulz [110], the anterior cingulate cortex (aCC) was 
reported to be a key structure in Adolfi et al.,‘s [109] meta-analysis. 
Schulz [110] explored neural processing in heartbeat detection and 
discriminations tasks but Adolfi et al. [109], reported that they eval- 
uated a wider range of tasks, including pain and food anticipation, 
gastric distension, air hunger, thirst, pain, heartbeat and breath detec- 
tion and discrimination, empathy, affect labelling and decision-making. 
Discrepancies could therefore be due to different interoceptive pro- 
cessing. Adolfi et al.'s, [109], findings are supported by lesion-based 
studies which demonstrate that damage in both the aCC and IC results 
in impairments in different interoceptive domains [114,115]. Schulz 
[110] reported significant clusters of PFC activity. PFC activation 
during heart-focused interoception was ascribed to top-down attention 
and processing of feed-forward cardioceptive information. Schulz's 
work is supported by studies highlighting the PFC as a higher order 
cognitive area, which controls executive functions like attentional focus 
[116,117]. 

Overall, the studies demonstrate typical activation of the aIC and 
aCC, which form an interoceptive cortex [2,3,35]. Neuroanatomical 
tract-tracing, EEG and fMRI studies indicate these structures are co- 
activated to process most bodily sensations and the affective and mo- 
tivational aspects of emotions [2,3,12,36]. However, although the in- 
sula is a core region for integrating general interoceptive signals, aCC 
activity is likely to vary by task, so further research is required to assess 
how different tasks influence aCC recruitment. Importantly, even in T
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Table 4 
Descriptive details of included SRs. 

Author (Year)      Meta-analysis 
methodology 

Topic of interest Database search No. of studies 
included & type 
of design 

Total no. of 
participants & 
population type 

Type of intervention/tasks Outcome measures 

Young et al. Not possible due to Neural correlates of PubMed, Scopus N = 7 N = 185 7 to 8-week MBCT/MBSR programs fMRI measurements pre/post intervention, during 
[107], heterogeneity in mindfulness  - WS (4) - Healthy subjects  mindfulness-based tasks, including labelling of 

population and tasks   - RCT (2) (100)  facial expressions, aversive interceptive 
   - CT (1) - Anxiety disorders  conditions, and mindful meditation 
    (62)  Self-reported outcome measurements pre/post 
    - Bipolar disorders  intervention, including BAI, FFMQ, KIMS, RSES, 
    (23)  TAS 

Gotink et al. Not possible due to Neural correlates of PubMed, Medline, N= 30 N = 1207 8-week MBSR programs fMRI measurements pre/post intervention, during 
[108], heterogeneity in mindfulness Embase, PsychINFO, - RCT (13) - Healthy subjects  mindfulness-based tasks, feeling vs. thinking, 

population and tasks  Web of Science - Cohort (9) (988)  affect labelling vs. gender labelling, affect 
   - CS (8) - Anxiety disorders  matching vs. face matching, reappraising 
    (49)  emotions vs. reacting to emotional stimuli, and 
    - Depression (37)  observing vs. suppressing 
    - Parkinson (27)  Self-reported outcome measurements pre/post 
    - Stressed (26)  intervention, including MAAS and FFMQ 
    - Back pain (23)   

    - PTSD (23)   

    - Alzheimer (21)   

    - Tinnitus (13)   

Adolfi et al. MKDA Neural correlates of PubMed, Medline, N= 34 N = 681 Variety of interoceptive tasks, including pain and fMRI measurements at baseline condition and 
[109], interoception BrainMap Database - WS (28) - Healthy subjects food anticipation, gastric distension, air hunger, during a variety of interoceptive tasks 

   - CT (6) (617) thirst, pain, heartbeat and breath detection and  

    - Addiction (35) discrimination, empathy, affect labelling and  

    - Phobia (29) decision-making  

Schulz [110], MKDA Neural correlates of PubMed, PsycNet, N= 9 N = 262 Heartbeat detection and discrimination tasks fMRI measurements at baseline condition and 
 interoception pubPsych, Psyndex, - WS (9) - Healthy subjects  during tasks involving heart-focused 
  WorldCat, Web of  (175)  interoception 
  Science  - Major depressive   

    disorder (53)   

    - Phobia (34)   

Morrison ALE Neural correlates of PubMed N = 22 N = 291 Tactile stimulation fMRI measurements at baseline condition and 
[55], touch  - WS (22) - Healthy subjects - (19) Soft brush during a series of different types of skin stroking 

    (291) - (5) Hand and other touch conditions 
     - (2) Latex glove  

     - (2) Velvet-covered dowel  

     - (1) Brush  

     - (1) Lotioned glove  

Abbreviations: ALE = Activation Likelihood Estimation; BAI= Beck's Anxiety Inventory; CS= Cross-Sectional study; CT= Controlled Trial; FFMQ= Five-Factor Mindfulness Questionnaire; fMRI = functional Magnetic 
Resonance Imaging; KIMS= Kentucky Inventory of Mindfulness Skills; MBCT = Mindfulness-Based Cognitive Therapy; MAAS = Mindful Attention Awareness Scale; MBSR = Mindfulness-Based Stress Reduction; 
MKDA = Multi Kernel Density Analysis; PTSD= Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder; RCT = Randomized Controlled Trial; RSES = Response to Stressful Experience Scale; TAS = Toronto Alexithymia Scale; WS= Within- 
Subjects study. 
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Table 5 
Summary of fMRI results of included SRs classified in categories and regions of interest. 
 

Mindfulness 
 

Interoception 
 

Touch 

Young et al. [107], Gotink et al. [108], Adolfi et al. [109], Schulz [110], Morrison [55], 

Regions of Insular Evidence of increased IC reactivity after Ambiguous results from MSBR studies. Meta-analyses showed robust Meta-analyses showed increased right Meta-analyses showed increased PI 
interest cortex 7/8-week MBSR interventions involving One study showed decreased activity evidence of increased right aIC PI activity with heart-focused activity, relative to SI, during affective 

  labelling of facial expressions and during mindfulness tasks. Another activity during varied tasks interoception. 4 studies showed neural tactile stimulation when compared to 
  aversive interoceptive stimuli. No sub- showed increased activity during involving interoception activation with cardioceptive discriminative touch. A degree of shared 
  regions were specified labelling of facial expressions. 7 studies  attentiveness in the right aIC activation between PI and SI suggested 
   showed increased IC reactivity during   that differences reflected functional 
   mindfulness-based tasks after 8-week   biases in tactile processing networks, 
   MBSR interventions. No sub-regions   rather than functionally or anatomically 
   were specified   distinct pathways 
 Cingulate Increased aCC reactivity during Disparate results from MBSR Meta-analysis revealed   

 cortex processing of aversive interoceptive interventions. 2 studies reported less significant evidence of increased   

  stimuli after 7/8-week mindfulness activity, 3 showed increased functional right aCC activity during a   

  based-interventions connectivity with other cortices, and 8 variety tasks involving   

   showed increased reactivity during interoceptive focus   

   mindfulness-based tasks, labelling facial    

   expressions and aversive interoceptive    

   stimuli. No subregions were specified    

 Prefrontal Consistent findings showed increased Results revealed increased PFC activity  Meta-analytic evidence showed  

 cortex PFC activity associated with amount of during mindfulness-based tasks post  increased activity in the frontal lobe  

  practice and dispositional mindfulness. MBSR interventions; and increased  during heart-focused interoception  

  Subregions were specified but had no connectivity to the IC and aCC  No subregions were specified  

  statistical significance     

High Moderate Critically low 
Quality of evidence based in AMSTAR 2 ‘final confidence rating’ 

Abbreviations: aCC = anterior cingulate cortex; aIC = anterior insular cortex; CC = cingulate cortex; IC = insular cortex; MBSR = mindfulness-based stress reduction; PI = posterior insula; PFC = prefrontal cortex; SI: 
somatosensory cortices. 
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Fig. 3. Schematic model designed by review author showing neurophysiological relationships between interoception, mindfulness and touch, and suggested un- 
derlying mechanisms; based on included fMRI studies and Craig's [2,3] neuroanatomical discoveries. Abbreviations: aCC = anterior cingulate cortex; aIC = anterior 
insular cortex; PFC = prefrontal cortex; PI = posterior insula. 

 

homogenous heartbeat detection tasks, not all participants are likely to 
respond the same way. For some participants, these tasks can evoke 
subjective feelings while others may process heartbeat sensations 
without emotional responses, so individual discrepancies are likely to 
relate to different activation clusters. If interoceptive tasks are linked to 
goal-oriented instructions (e.g. counting heartbeats, pressing a button 
every heartbeat, or decision-making), different motivational aspects of 
interoception may also be involved. 

 

4.3. Neural correlates of mindfulness 
 

A consistent finding was task-relevant activity in the insula fol- 
lowing mindfulness-based interventions (MBI), but changes were not 
observed in all studies and results also showed evidence of increased 
aCC and PFC activity. 

Mindfulness practices aim to increase non-judgmental awareness 
and acceptance of present moment experience [78] by increasing at- 
tentional skills to notice present moment thoughts, emotions, sensations 
and perceptions; and psychological flexibility involving awareness, 
openness and willingness to be active [118]. Mindfulness therefore 
helps to develop volitional regulation of attention for somato-visceral 
sensations, emotions and cognitive appraisals [35]. The insula supports 
interoceptive bodily awareness and internal physiological experiences 
[2,3]. Mindfulness training may create greater insular activation, al- 
though some studies report decreased IC activity. Young et al. [107], 
suggested that differences were due to type of mindfulness intervention 
and functional task. The authors argued that resilience training to 
cultivate attentional control and tolerance for aversive interoceptive 
experiences would increase acceptance, rather than interoception, and 
be reflected in reduced insular activation. 

Gotink et al. [108], did not draw conclusions about sub-region ac- 
tivity, although many of the studies reviewed reported increased aCC 
activity. This region is assumed to play a role in regulating emotions, 
detecting conflicting information and motivational aspects of attention. 
In mindfulness, altered aCC activity might be interpreted in terms of 
non-judgmental acceptance processes, involving recognition of 

emotional responses and the attentional cognitive process of distancing 
[107]. This hypothesis is congruent with functional neuroanatomy 
studies that demonstrate aCC involvement in motivational aspects of 
interoceptive processing [2,3]. 

PFC activation was demonstrated in meditation and dispositional 
mindfulness but there was lack of consistency in identifying specific 
sub-regions or networks. The PFC has well-established roles in higher 
order functions including meta-awareness and meta-cognition, self- 
awareness of consciousness and thinking about thinking [119]. A recent 
review about meta-cognitive abilities concluded that the PFC received 
input from the interoceptive cortex to monitor bodily sensations [120] 
and generate meta-cognitive representations of a system's state that 
could be used beyond the immediate task. It is plausible that results 
showing increased PFC activity after MBI reflect meta-cognitive activ- 
ities for training flexibility in a meditator's focus of attention; alter- 
natively, increased PFC activity may also illustrate top-down deploy- 
ment of attention, but not necessarily meta-awareness [110]. 

However, observations of neural activation are likely to vary de- 
pending on the construct of mindfulness being investigated, the type of 
mindfulness activity used in an intervention, and the experience or 
disposition of research participants. For example, Alsubiae et al.,'s 
[121] systematic review reported promising outcomes from MBSR and 
MBCT programmes but cautioned that lack of methodological rigour in 
testing different potential mechanisms of action limited the conclusion 
that could be drawn. This indicates the need for further research ex- 
ploring different mindfulness-based activities and outcome measures, 
with and without the addition of body movement and touch. 

 

4.4. Neural correlates of touch 
 

Morrison's [55] lower quality meta-analytic review compared fMRI 
data about the processing of affective (interoceptive) and dis- 
criminative (proprioceptive or exteroceptive) tactile stimulation. Re- 
sults indicated that the posterior insula (PI) was selectively activated 
for touch associated with positive hedonic ratings but the somatosen- 
sory cortex (SI) activity was active in tactile conditions requiring 



 

 

 

discriminative processing. However, overlaps between the PI and SI 
suggested that differences reflected individual functional biases within 
processing networks, rather than functionally or anatomically distinct 
pathways. Supporting this, results from Wei & Bao [112] and Davidovic 
et al. [122], showed PI activation during both affective touch and 
emotionally neutral tactile stimulation. 

Further research is needed to explore interplay between pathways 
but these variable results support the idea that activating different 
touch processing networks depends on the type of tactile stimulation 
and an individual's functional biases. The presence of individual func- 
tional biases influencing touch processing pathways emphasises how 
individual past experiences, expectations and predictions shape the 
physiological integration of touch. From a clinical perspective, this 
evidence is likely to indicate that potential therapeutic effects of touch 
(i.e. ANS homeostatic regulation) arise from an interactive regulation 
(i.e. monitoring and adjusting) amid tactile stimulation, between the 
operator's intention and the patient's integration of touch. 

The ‘critically low’ score for Morrison's [55] study reflected meth- 
odological pitfalls in search strategy and study selection but not in the 
meta-analytic methods. Although not generalizable, the results were 
consistent with functional neuroimaging studies highlighting the PI as 
the primary interoceptive cortex for processing tactile information [45–
49,51,56,60,112,122]. Neuroanatomical tract-tracing studies also show 
the PI receives nociceptive, thermal, visceral and tactile afferent 
projections that convey interoceptive information about bodily states 
[2,3] and suggests PI and SI activation in various tactile conditions is 
worth further investigation. 

 
5. Implications for clinical practice 

 
Recent neurophysiological studies have indicated new directions for 

research into the aetiological mechanisms that may underpin touch- 
based treatment outcomes, and it has been proposed that manual 
therapies like osteopathy may generate positive patient outcomes 
through their ability to influence central sensitization via interoceptive 
pathways [43]. Research on interoception has been motivated by 
clinical questions, as it is relevant to understanding and evaluating 
brain pathophysiology and bodily disorders [6], although uncertainty 
about differences between adequate and maladaptive interoceptive 
processes remains [132]. Interoceptive deficits have been identified in 
varied psychological and physical healthcare conditions such as an- 
xiety, addiction, depression, chronic pain, and eating and somatoform 
disorders [10,13,35,38–43]. 

Results from this review indicated consistent processing of inter- 
oception, mindfulness and touch in the insular cortex, which is anato- 
mically positioned as a primary interface between afferent bodily sig- 
nals and cognitively-oriented processes. Neurophysiological effects of 
touch-based therapies on interoception have just been recently tested 
[44,72,73] but mindfulness and touch are thought to influence aIC and 
PI activity through top-down cognitive modulation and bottom-up 
physical stimulation. There may therefore be a neurophysiologically 
evidence-informed role for interventions that combine manual therapy 
and mindfulness-informed psychological approaches. Combined ap- 
proaches could help patients with symptoms that are not adequately 
explained by exteroceptive or proprioceptive theories, such as medi- 
cally unexplained symptoms or alexithymia [62], or patients who de- 
monstrate limited responses to practitioner-led physical treatment, 
where mindfulness-based interventions could enhance self-awareness 
of, and ability to respond effectively to, bodily experiences [97]. 

 
6. Suggestions for further research 

 
In fMRI literature, attention on perceptual modalities has been 

shown to amplify activity in relevant brain regions (e.g. tasks involving 
sight activate the visual cortex; [111]. Current understanding about 
neural mechanisms for interoception, mindfulness and touch is based 

on the type of tasks used in research studies. Although this meta-re- 
view's results for IC activation were robust, there were discrepancies 
regarding the insular subregions, CC and PFC. These were ascribed to 
sample heterogeneity [108], type of MBI [107], type of touch [55], or 
task [107,109,110]. To investigate mechanisms more clearly, future 
fMRI studies need homogenous, standardised task-based methods to 
assess if task differences explain these variations. 

Neuroimaging studies in neuropathic patients indicated two sepa- 
rate networks for processing touch [53]. Other authors [54,55,92,112] 
have suggested these networks overlap in touch processing and are at 
least influenced by type of stimulation, top-down individual functional 
biases stemming from cognitive modulation of touch processing, and 
top-down operator's cognitive-attentional influences. Further fMRI re- 
search studying the influence of these factors on interoceptive stimu- 
lation evoked by touch is therefore needed to clarify underlying action 

mechanisms in manual therapies. These studies may benefit from 
testing scenarios that are more representative of clinical settings with 
tasks for the participants giving and receiving touch. These could in- 
clude focusing on hands, heart, breathing or whole-body sensations, or 

using mindful awareness to focus participants' attention on ongoing 
experiences relating to touch. Including physiological measurements 
such as heart rate variability or skin conductance [87] could provide 
valuable information by showing the effects of type of task, corre- 
sponding neural correlates and ANS activity and could be more re- 
presentative of patient-practitioner dynamics in touch-based therapies. 

Current literature is based on fMRI studies analysing propriocep- 
tive/exteroceptive (discriminative) and interoceptive (affective) aspects 
of touch. Many interoceptive studies have used soft brush stroking 
techniques to test affective processing [45,50,51,60]. This is targeted at 
specific stroking velocities to stimulate CT afferents, which has been 
linked to PI activation and positive hedonic values [47,49–52]. Brush 
stroking techniques are not representative of clinical settings, especially 
in manual therapies where touch and movement are used in evaluation 

and treatment [43]. Future research should include methodological 
procedures in line with real clinical contexts, especially in settings 

where touch represents a therapeutic tool such as osteopathy in peri- 
natal care [61], craniosacral therapy [64,65], palliative care [123,124] 
and post-traumatic stress disorder [125]. 

This review also highlighted potential bias stemming from the use of 
different brain atlases to plot the MNI coordinates of fMRI data, so 
future research could compare inter-reliability across commonly used 
atlases. 

 
7. Limitations 

 
Study selection was discussed with two independent reviewers but 

the first author conducted the review and acknowledges potential se- 
lection and publication bias. Due to the integrative aims of the review, 
there is a risk of oversimplification in translating complex evidence into 
a synthesised summary. For example, Gotink et al. [108], reported 
amygdala and hippocampal modulation across MBI studies, but these 
structures were not included. The regions of interest highlighted in this 
review are part of broad functional connectivity networks (i.e. salience, 
default mode, and central executive networks), which support efficient 
cognition. Functional connectivity between networks is being studied to 
understand pathophysiology in disorders including chronic pain [126], 
depression [127], anxiety [128] and Parkinson's disease [129], but was 
beyond the scope and conclusions possible from this review. 

 
8. Conclusions 

 
This meta-review evaluated neurophysiological findings from fMRI 

studies and indicated that neural mechanisms for mindfulness and 
touch show functional convergence at the interoceptive cortex. 
Variations in activation clusters were considered, however to relate to 
the types of interoceptive task used in different studies and to 



 

 

 

functional biases in individual participants. The findings are of re- 
levance to practitioners who are interested in patients' responses to 
different types of tactile stimulation and interoceptive sensations, and 
in the influences of central sensitization and previous experiences or 
expectations of touch. Previous research has demonstrated that both 
manual therapy and mindfulness-based interventions can separately 
influence interoceptive deficits associated with a range of physical and 
psychological health conditions. The evidence from this review de- 
monstrates functional convergence in the interoceptive cortex and 
provides a clear rationale for further studies into the effects of com- 
bining touch and mindfulness in manual therapy for patients with 
conditions that are associated with central sensitization and inter- 
oceptive deficits. 
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